In many eusocial Hymenoptera, for example, bumble bees, a proportion, ifr of the males are produced by the workers. The conditions for there to be at least one stable polymorphic equilibrium were found to be, w11v1-rv2(w11-w12)< w12(v1 + v1)> w22v2-i,1sv1(w22-w12); where w11, w12, w22 are respectively the fitnesses of the female genotypes A1A1, A1A2, A2A2 and v1, v2 are the fitnesses of the male genotypes A1 and A2. The equilibrium gene frequencies are given by the root(s) of a cubic polynomial. The conditions given above were shown to be both sufficient and necessary to find all stable equilibria for three regular selection models analysed in detail: (1) Codominance and (2) Dominance with opposite selection in the sexes (3) Overdominance with identical selection in the sexes. The effect of worker-produced males on the probability of a polymorphism and the expected genic variation was investigated for these three models. Compared to other Hymenoptera, species with worker-produced males will have a reduced frequency of polymorphisms and lower mean genie diversity at loci with dominant and overdominant fitnesses. In contrast at loci with codominant fitnesses the probability of a polymorphism and the genie diversity will be higher if the selective differentials are large (0-1.0), with smaller selective differentials (0-0.125, 0-0.01) a reduction will again occur. Therefore the overall level of genie diversity depends on the proportion of codominant loci and the selection intensity.
INTRODUCTION
The insect order Hymenoptera has a haplodiploid genetic system in which (diploid) females are derived from fertilised eggs while the (haploid) males arise by parthenogenesis from unfertilised eggs. Thus it is equivalent to inheritance at Xlinked loci in diplodiploid species.
Over the last few years it has become apparent that at allozyme loci both solitary and social
Hymenoptera have significantly lower levels of mean heterozygosity or genic variation than diplodiploid insects (Snyder, 1974; Metcalf, Marlin and Whitt, 1975; Pamilio, Varvio-Aho and Pekkarinen, 1978; Lester and Selander, 1979; Berkelhamer, 1983 ). This difference in the level of genic variation is predicted by population genetics theory on a number of grounds, none of which are mutually exclusive.
Haplodiploids have a reduced effective population size N, compared to diplodiploids and so neutral alleles will be lost from the population more rapidly (Mayo, 1976; Crozier, 1979 However the generality of this is doubtful because N varies greatly with se ratio and with highly female biased sex ratios haplodiploids have a larger Ne than diplodiploids (Crozier, 1976) . Lester and Selander (1979) argue that the reduction in Ne and lower recombination rate in haplodipbids will lead to a stronger hitchhiking effect and thus a faster elimination of neutral alleles than in diplodiploids.
Deleterious recessive alleles in a state of mutation-selection balance are also predicted to be at a lower frequency in haplodiploids than in diplodiploids because each generation the alleles are exposed to selection in the haploid males (Crozier, 1979) . A modified version of Ohta and Kimura's (1975) charge-state model IV (Pamilo and Crozier, 1981) gives a similar result. It is well known that the conditions for a balanced polymorphism at a diallelic locus undergoing selection are more stringent for X-linked or haplodiploid loci than for autosomal loci (Haldane, 1926; Bennett, 1957 Bennett, , 1958 Mandel, 1959) .
In haplodiploids overdominance is neither necessary nor sufficient for maintaining a stable polymorphic equilibrium (Bennett, 1957) . If the fitnesses of the corresponding hemizygotes and homozygotes are equal then haplodiploids can maintain fewer polymorphisms by overdominance than diplodiploids (Hartl, 1971) . The situation is more complicated for polymorphisms not maintained by overdominance because there is necessarily differential selection between the sexes in diplodiploids (Owen, 1953) as well as in haplodiploids. Pamilo (1979) analysed, in addition to the overdominance model, codominance and dominance models with opposite selection in the sexes for haplodiploid and diplodiploid loci (see smaller for haplodiploid loci. Allowing the intensity of selection and the correlation between male and female fitnesses to vary gave a similar result (Curtsinger, 1980; Pamilo and Crozier, 1981) . The computer simulation studies done by Pamilo and Crozier (1981) showed that the average genic variation at the polymorphic loci was in most cases only slightly reduced in haplodiploids compared to diplodiploids, and in a few cases actually increased. However, because the probability of a polymorphism was less in haplodiploids, the overall average gene diversity was decreased. Balancing selection should therefore maintain fewer polymorphisms and a lower average heterozygosity in haplodiploid species compared to diplodiploid species.
A few additional complications arise when eusocial Hymenoptera are considered. For instance multiple mating by queens will increase the effective population size as will increasing the number of queens per colony (Wilson, 1963) . Also, the production of males by workers is quite common in many species. Although hymenopteran workers are usually effectively sterile, under certain conditions they can undergo ovarian development and lay unfertilised eggs which develop into males.
Worker-produced males occur in ants (Oster and Wilson, 1978; Cole, 1981; Plateaux, 1981) , social wasps (Spradbery, 1973), bumble bees (Richards, 1946; Free, 1955; Pomeroy, 1979; van Honk, Velthius, Röseler and Hoogeveen, 1981; Owen and Plowright, 1982) and meliponid bees (Beig, 1972; Contel and Kerr, 1976) .
In a previous paper (Owen, 1980) it was demonstrated that when there were workerproduced males a shift in the equilibrium gene frequency of a balanced polymorphism could occur. Moreover, for some fitness values a certain proportion of worker-produced males in the population would cause a polymorphism to be either extinguished or generated. However, an algebraic solution to the recurrence equations was not obtained. In this paper an analytical solution is given and for the general case the sufficient conditions are derived for there to be at least one nontrivial stable equilibrium. The three regular selection models considered by Lester (1975) and Pamilo (1979) are analysed in detail and the results used to examine the effect of worker-produced males on the probability of polymorphism and the expected genic variation. Assume that initially the frequencies of the A1 and A1 alleles are respectively Po, q0 in the females and P0. Q0 inthe males. In each generation let a proportion cli of the males be produced by the workers and (1 -1/I) by the queen in each colony. Assume also an infinite population size and random mating.
In the next generation the gene frequencies will be, in the females
(2) where
and in the males The root(s) of equation (14) give the equilibrium value(s) of p. The equilibrium gene frequency in males is obtained by substituting p (and q) into equation (8). (7) Inspection of equation (14) shows that when there is no selection in the males (i.e., v1 = v2) worker-produced males have no effect on the equilibrium gene frequency, which confirms Owen's (1980) (Edwards, 1977) . So it might be reasonable to think that the effect of worker-produced males would only be to shift the equilibrium gene frequencies and not produce additional roots. On the basis of mathematical continuity this will undoubtedly be true if cli is very small. However larger values of i could lead to additional equilibria. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain the sufficient conditions for there to be at least one stable equilibrium, and it will be shown that these conditions are exact for the three regular selection models (table 1) analysed by Pamilo (1979) .
(13)
Conditions for stable equilibrium
To determine the conditions necessary for there to be an equilibrium the sign of the function 1(p), equation (14), is evaluated[ at p =0 and p = 1. If the sign of f(p) changes (from + to -or fromto +) in this interval then we know the shape of cubic polynomials that it has crossed the x-axis (satisfying f(p) =0) either once (1 root) or thrice (3 roots). Therefore, when p =0 Similary from equations (4) and (5), at equilibrium P (1 -)v1P+pv1P Q(1-)v2q+v2Q (11) therefore after rearranging (8) and (9) 
l-i
By putting q = I -p, multiplying out and rearranging, an equation for p is obtained,
where, A = (w11 -2w12+ w22)
B=(w12-w11)v1+(w12-w22)v2 C = w22v2-w12(v1 + v2) w12(v1+v2)> w22v2--v2(w11-w12). Similarly when p = 1 = 121
(1 -di). Note that when 1/I = 0 the conditions reduce to the standard ones, w1 v <w12(v1 + v2)> w22v2 (Haldane, 1926; Bennett, 1958; Mandel, 1959; Edwafds, 1977) .
Some general observations can be made; with overdominance (w12> w, w12) or dominance (w11 = w12> w22) in the females the conditions are more stringent than when cu =0. On the other hand with codominance (w1 > w12> w22) whether the conditions are more or less stringent depends on the relative fitness values and the value of i/i. Endpoint analysis shows that when the conditions (equation 15) are satisfied then at least one of the equilibria will be stable. If p and P are small we have approximately, W = w22, V = v2, M=(-)
It is known (Edwards, 1977 ) that a necessary condition for both eigenvalues to be less than unity is L+M< I. Therefore L+M> I is a sufficient condition for the fixation point p0 = P0 =0 to be unstable, implying that p and P will increase in frequency. The condition is:
w1,v1 (l-)>l 2w2, 2v, 2w22v2
i.e.,
Similarly the sufficient condition for the fixation point q0 = Q0 = 0 to be unstable is, Proceeding heuristically we expect these to be sufficient conditions for at least one of the nontrivial equilibria to be stable.
In some cases f(p), equation (14) may have three real roots between 0 and 1. It is wrong to conclude, however, that all of the roots will necessarily correspond to real gene frequency equilibria. This is because the male and female gene frequencies are not independent. The male equilibrium gene frequencies are obtained from equations (8) and (9) where p (with corresponding q) is a root of 1(p). Clearly for certain values of p and q and the female fitnesses, P and Q will lie outside the permissible range, i.e., 0 P, Q 1.
Thus a permissible root of f(p) will not, in fact, always give rise to a "real" gene frequency quilibrium. Therefore for the general case with five independent viabilities it is not possible to give any general rules to determine the exact number of equilibria. Nevertheless it does follow from the endpoint analysis that, provided the conditions are satisfied, there will always be at least one stable equilibrium with 0< P < I.
Equilibrium gene frequencies To find the equilibrium gene frequencies necessitates determining the roots of the cubic equation f(p) which can be done using entirely standard algebraic methods (Borofsky, 1950) .
Write equation (14) in the form p3+ap2+bp+c=0 (16) where,
and, Solutions:
(1) 2+a3O then there is one real and two conjugate complex roots (Borofsky, 1950 (2) If 2+a3<O then there are three real and different solutions (Borofsky, 1959) . A trigonometrical method is used; and cos4= -
The male gene frequencies in both cases are calculated from equations (8) and (9).
To summarise the results for the general case:
sufficient conditions for there to be at least one stable equilibrium have been derived. This of course does not exclude the existence of other stable equilibria when these conditions are not satisfied. However, all equilibrium gene frequencies for any given set of fitness values can be found as they are given by the roots of the cubic equation f(p). The stability of any particular equilibrium can be tested using formula (23) in Owen (1980) .
ANALYSIS OF REGULAR SELECTION MODELS
The general case will not be pursued further here, rather the three regular selection models examined by Lester (1975) and Pamilo (1979) will be analysed in detail. The parameterisation used (table  1) allows the five fitnesses to be described by two variables s and t (both with values from zero to one) so the range of permissible fitness values can be represented in a two-dimensional space ( fig. 1 ).
Codominance
Conditions for equilibrium are obtained by substituting the parameterised fitnesses into equation (15), which gives: 
This has one positive and one negative root, of which only the former is of interest i.e., _1+I12_4km 2k (19) and, from equation (8), = (2-3t)pq2 (20) Note that because equation (18) 
Dominance
Condition for stable equilibrium (from equation (15) 
The region defined by these two inequalities is shown in fig. ic (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) root corresponds to an equilibrium with gene Therefore, frequencies p and P. The reason for this was pointed out earlier, namely that the male and a=-l2369, b=O•36997, c=-OO17365.
female gene frequencies are not independent. P a = -OO5OOOl8, = -0.004562
and Q must both be greater or equal to zero and this constrains p and q to be within a given range. and Require J2+a3zro-0.00Ol04; q (w12 -w11 )/ ( w -w11).
For the overdominance model the above 3 ) and no examples were found which gave more than one equilibrium. Thus it seems reasonable to conjecture that this is always true. However it does not seem possible to prove this. In the regions in fig. lc where the equilibrium conditions, inequalities (23a) and (23b), are not satisfied it was found that a very small proportion of the polynomials f(p) had two roots between 0 and I. In these regions f(0) and f(l) are either both positive or both negative. Since f(0) and f(l) are the same sign it means that there are either no roots or two roots. Two roots occurred only when k/099 and when either s or t was extreme e.g., 099, and this was rare. For ,li= 10 only 128 out of 4912 (26 per cent) polynomials examined had two roots. Also no examples were found where the roots corresponded to a real gene frequency equilibrium i.e., the inequalities (24a) and (24b) were not both satisfied. Again a reasonable conjecture, difficult to prove, is that in these regions no stable equilibria occur even when 1(p) has two roots.
To summarise; for the overdominance model the conditions for equilibrium are both sufficient (24a) and necessary, at least for i<099 and in fact appear to be so for all values of i/i. PROBABILITY OF A POLYMORPHISM Fig. 1 shows the regions in the two-dimensional fitness space in which the conditions for stable polymorphic equilibria are satisfied when there is either Codominant, Dominant or Overdominant selection (table 1) . The selection coefficient s and t, which define the fitness space, are assumed to be independent and rectangularly distributed (Pamilo, 1979) . The areas of the regions depend on the value of i/i. The probability of a polymorphism can be quantified by calculating the areas of these regions using integral calculus (see Appendix). Pamilo (1979) used this method to compare the probability of a polymorphism at X-linked (equivalent to cli = 0) and autosomal loci for these three regular selection models. For comparison with Pamilo's results table 2 gives the ratio of the Table 2 The ratio of the probability of a polymorphism at a haplodiploid locus to the probability at an autosomal (diplodiploid) locus. The haplodiploids are social Hymenoptera with a proportion ' of the males produced by the workers. The selection coefficients s and t, are assumed to be rectangularly distributed and independent of each other ( fig. I) . The probability of a polymorphism is defined as the area of the fitness space in which the conditions (equation 15) for stable equilibria are satisfied (see section 3 and the Appendix). For each selection model the ratios were calculated for three ranges of selection coefficients; 0-10, 0-0125 and 0-00! proportion of worker-produced males is to increase the probability of a polymorphism substantially, although it is always less than in diplodiploids. However, the picture is different when the selection differentials are smaller. Initially the ratio increases slightly as cli increases, but then the trend is reversed and the probability of a polymorphism is reduced.
Dominance and Overdominance For all ranges of selection coefficients an increase in li leads to a decrease in the probability of a polymorphism. The percentage decrease is greater the smaller the range of selection coefficients.
EXPECTED GENIC VARIATION
The genic variation, averaged over all stable polymorphic equilibria, was calculated for eleven values of i/i and three ranges of selection coefficient for each of the selection models (table 3) . The fitnesses used to calculate the gene frequencies were derived by letting s and t vary from zero to x with intervals of x/ 100 where x is the upper value of selection coefficient allowed i.e., 10,0 125 or 001. The equations derived for each selection model were used to calculate the equilibrium gene frequencies. In the overdominance model for the Table 3 The average genie variation Hp at N stable polymorphic equilibria for each of three ranges of selection coefficients for the three selection models. In the overdominance model a small number (given in parentheses) of the polynomials had more than one root. Hp was, however, calculated only for the polynomials with one root which could be solved easily using Cardan's formula (Pamilo, 1979 ) is defined as Hp=2(l-j) where j3= (2p+P Overdominance For all ranges of selection coefficients worker-produced males cause a small decrease (maximum 6 per cent) in Hp.
In conclusion, worker-produced males at most can cause a slight increase in the average genic variation at polymorphic loci. In most cases a reduction in Hp is expected, this may be small though a large reduction can occur with codominance and weak selection.
DISCUSSION
The recurrence equations for a balanced polymorphism in social Hymenoptera when there are worker-produced males were solved. The equilibrium gene frequencies are given by the roots of a cubic equation. The effect of the workerproduced males is to shift the female and male equilibrium gene frequencies and may cause a polymorphism to be extinguished or generated. These effects only occur if there is a selective difference between the male genotypes. The sufficient conditions for there to be at least one stable equilibrium were derived for the general case of five independent fitnesses. It was shown that these conditions were both necessary and sufficient to describe all stable equilibria in the three regular selection models analysed in detail.
The effect of worker-produced males with dominant and overdominant selection is to reduce the probability of a polymorphism, in some cases quite substantially (e.g., 33 per cent with dominance, cli = 10, selection 0-001)-see table 2.
With codominance the selection intensity is important. If the selection coefficients range from 0-l0 then worker-produced males increase the probability of a polymorphism up to a maximum of 32 per cent when Ji = 10. Even this however, is still less than in comparable diplodiploids. On the other hand with lower selection intensities only a small increase occurs with low values of cli, while higher values lead to a decrease (table 2) . Worker-produced males also affect the average genic variation (Hp) at polymorphic loci. A slight increase with /, occurs in the codominance and dominance models when the selection coefficients range from 0-l0. However, in all models a decrease occurs with increasing c1' at lower selection intensities. This is particularly severe with codominance (table 3) .
Consequently we can conclude that the effect of worker-produced males generally will be to reduce the number of polymorphisms maintained and their average genic variability compared to diplodiploid species. Even in the most favourable case, when the loci have codominant fitnesses and selection coefficients from 0-10, the probability of a polymorphism will still be less in the haplodiploid species. Compared to other Hymenoptera, species with worker-produced males will suffer a reduced frequency of polymorphisms and lower mean genic diversity at loci with dominant and overdominant fitnesses. In contrast at loci with codominant fitnesses the frequency of polymorphisms and genic diversity will be higher if the selective differentials are large (0-I 0). Therefore, the overall level of genic variation depends on the proportion of codominant loci (with respect to fitness) and the intensity of selection. For convenience it was assumed that the value of cI' is the same in each colony. In fact this assumption is not essential because for individual, as opposed to colony-level selection, and random mating, it is equivalent to using the mean value of in the population. Certainly in practice the value of cli does vary from colony to colony (Owen and Plowright, 1982) . More importantly cli may vary from year to year either stochastically or regularly. the formulae derived below which reduce to those given by Pamilo (1979) as ,1t -*0. The areas of stable where equilibria at autosomal (diplodiploid) loci were calculated using the formulae derived by Pamilo. t(x) = Table 2 gives the ratio of the area of stable equili-2-i(l -x) bria in haplodiploids to that in diplodiploids. (ii) For 0t, sx
